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SEMSA on Facebook

Our facebook page is
SEMSA-Southeastern Minnesota Suzuki Association

at
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Communit
y-Organization/SEMSA-Southeastern-Minnesota-
Suzuki-Association-319828108110376/

SEMSA Calendar

2019 dates
Jan 25, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
Jan 25, 7pm: Honors Recital at Zumbro
Feb 15, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
Feb 15, 7pm: Young Musicians Recital at Unitarian
Feb 24, 7pm: Honors Recital at Congregational
March 9: SAM Piano graduation, Sundin Music Hall

at Hamline University, St. Paul 
March 15, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
March 16: SAM String graduation, Benson Great Hall

at Bethel University, St. Paul 
March 22, 7pm: Young Musicians Recital at Unitarian
April 26, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
May 4, 2pm: SEMSA Ensemble Recital at Unitarian
May 17, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro

     Zumbro is: Zumbro Lutheran Church
624 3rd Ave SW in Rochester

     Unitarian is: Unitarian Universalist Church
1727 Walden Lane SW in Rochester

     Congregational: Congregational Church
974 Skyline Drive in Rochester

     SAM is: Suzuki Association of Minnesota
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Words from the SEMSA Board President
The SEMSA Gasshuku workshop in October focused 
on review. I’ll share some notes from the Parent 
presentation by Joseph Kaminsky.

The first thing he touched on was the value of 
attending workshops (for example Summer Suzuki 
Institutes). For the student, workshops can reinforce 
what the teachers are saying to the student (I have 
found this valuable with my own children). For the 
parent, workshops can normalize the challenges 
they face. I encourage you to consider attending a 
Summer Suzuki Institute. SEMSA offers an incentive 
for first time summer institute attendees, ask your 
teacher for information.

Review is an often neglected area of practice. 
Designing different ways to review material keeps it 
interesting. For example, make it a game, even using 
typical board games like Candyland as a prop, or fill 
in square in a chart (could be done in a pattern). The 
goal is to have 1/3 of practice be the current piece, 
1/3 technical skills and 1/3 review OR 80% review 
and 20% current piece.

It is useful to learn a skill on an easy piece before 
putting in a current piece (incubating it). This 
provides confidence and increases the repertoire. It 
also fosters the ease of playing as it is easier to focus
on technique than always working on a new piece. 
Student can focus on tone, bow hold, posture and 
musicality.

Deliberate practice allows the student to focus on 
weak area and improve it.

Review is where we get our correct practice. Ability 
equals knowledge times 10,000 repetitions (that is 

CORRECT – 10,000 repetitions!).

Rule of 5: if student misses a spot in the review, take
another shot at it. Misses again? Then play the spot 
5 times correctly MORE than played it wrong.

Make review a priority. Make it a game. Examples:
Play in front of a mirror keeping the bow straight 3 
times. Play on every chair in the house.
If student can play it correctly the first time and 3 
times in a row perfect, no need to do it 5 times.
Use Lucky cards: pull cards to review pieces or 
techniques, if done well that card is discarded to the 
“completed with quality pile,” if not it is placed in 
the “review again pile,” continue review until all are 
done and then start over. Use dice to determine 
review strategy: Roll a 1-review first 3 Book 1 songs, 
Roll a 2-review next 3 Book 1 songs, etc.

With each review piece focus on a specific challenge 
to accomplish. For example: playing with a scratchy 
tone? Focus on playing with good tone. Or focus on 
curved fingers, bend thumb, etc. Build the habit so 
on the current piece the technique is in place.

Progress results from practicing. When practicing 
play on 3 levels: First level is “too easy,” the body 
relaxes, builds fluidity, improves posture. Second 
level is “pieces on own level,” the current piece. 
Third level is “pieces that are too hard,” for students 
who are needing a challenge and ready to make big 
jumps. May find they can do something they didn’t 
know they could. Can play a piece extra fast or extra 
slow to create a challenge. 

Sherry Jester, SEMSA President 2018-2019
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Studio Updates

Sharon Neufeld Violin & Viola Studio

A picture from Sharon Neufeld's studio recital in December =>

www.TheSuzukiAcademyAtRoseHaven.com
www.RoseHavenGoldens.com

DeAnn Spencer & Caitlin Smith Violin Studio

Students of DeAnn Spencer and Caitlin Smith gathered on December 7 for
an evening of food and music. The violin students had prepared a 30-
minute program of Christmas music. They serenaded their families during
a pot-luck dinner. It was a wonderful evening of fellowship, food, and fun!

Leah Wieneke (see picture on right)
St. Francis of Assisi students celebrated Christmas with a concert at Church
of the Resurrection Catholic Church Tuesday, December 18. Leah Wieneke
played her violin along with the 3rd and 4th graders as they sang a
beautiful rendition of the song Child Of Promise. Michael Price
accompanied on the cello.

Suzanne Gorman
Suzanne auditioned for the Carnegie Hall Honors Performance Series and
was accepted! This is quite an honor. Please see the separate attachment
titled Suzanne NYC 19 for details.
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Gasshuku 2018 “Reimagine, Review, Revitalize”

The Southeastern Minnesota Suzuki Association hosted its biennial music workshop, Gasshuku, on October 26 - 
27, 2018.  Gasshuku is a Japanese tradition which immerses students together in a natural setting for shared 
study. The Eagle Bluff Environmental Learning Center by Lanesboro, MN overlooks the Root River Valley and was 
an ideal place to host this workshop.  The theme for Gasshuku 2018 was “Reimagine, Review, Revitalize” which 
was interwoven throughout the music classes. This theme encouraged students to become exemplary in their 
music through productive practice and review.

Attending students included “twinklers” through high school youth. The students engaged in Eagle Bluff nature 
classes taught by Eagle Bluff naturalists, instrument instruction with our featured clinicians and music enrichment 
classes. Middle and high school students had the opportunity to spend the night on Friday and participated in an 
Eagle Bluff archery class, in-depth music classes, dinner and an evening fire. 

Parents were able to take advantage of parent talks given by two of the music clinicians. The SEMSA teachers and 
music clinicians participated in a teacher forum on Friday afternoon where they were able to share ideas on music
instruction.

Here are a few parent comments on Gasshuku 2018:
• It’s a wonderful day of enrichment and encouragement!
• I really enjoyed the program and the facility.
• My daughter and I have gained a lot of value from this. As if playing her violin all day wasn't enough, she 

played for the rest of the evening. She was so energized by the workshops!

We appreciate all the students, teachers and parents who attended Gasshuku.  Many wonderful memories were 
made, and friendships developed while joining in this outstanding musical opportunity.  Our next Gasshuku will be
in fall of 2020. 
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Gasshuku
2018
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